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Executive Summary 
Disinformation is a growing threat to communities and organizations, as it often manifests as changes in public 
narratives, beliefs, emotions, and actions. These changes are triggered by actors who use false, misleading or 
misattributed information with the intent to do harm, benefit financially or geopolitically, or damage social 
infrastructures. 

Disinformation campaigns exploit enterprise platforms, data, and communities almost daily; these, and 
organizations that confer credibility on domains, are part of both the campaigns and the potential defenses 
against them. Many of these organizations can monitor for and respond to relevant disinformation either 
themselves or through trusted third parties and groups. 

This report describes disinformation from a threat response perspective. We begin by describing the business 
aspects of disinformation, then address disinformation as an information security issue, providing solutions for 
adapting existing cybersecurity processes, tools, and teams to include “cognitive security” in their security 
enablement, operations, and test and validation work.  

We address specific areas, such as the data engineering needed to handle disinformation’s three Vs: Volume, 
Velocity, and Variety. We also tackle the adaptation of InfoSec standards, to allow rapid sharing of 
disinformation incident information to responders and the data governance issues involved in monitoring and 
patching systems whose boundaries are outside an information security team’s control.  

We cover cognitive security framed as a risk management activity and ways to predict, assess, reduce, and 
disrupt those risks, and we outline how disinformation response can be added either to an existing Security 
Operations Center (SOC) or organized as a standalone SOC.  

This report was written by FiveBy Solutions, a specialized risk intelligence services firm. FiveBy consultants are 
experienced professionals with deep expertise in security, technology, computer crime, data science, brand 
protection, and business operations. By working closely with enterprises to identify and solve critical fraud, 
piracy, and compliance issues, we can empower businesses to develop, produce, market, and sell without fear 
of impact from abuse, fraud, or sanction.  
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Introduction 
This white paper describes ways in which risk management and information security processes and tools can 
be applied to reduce the prevalence and risks of disinformation and its associated harms. The paper is 
structured around the tasks needed to create sustainable disinformation risk management:  

 

 

The paper is intended for a general audience, including security, finance and marketing executives planning 
cognitive security responses and resilience measures.  

•The disinformation risk landscape in which organizations are operating.

Understanding disinformation

•A holistic view of disinformation from a security practitioner’s perspective.

Cognitive security

• The frameworks, including data engineering, and governance, needed to enable response at 
scale.

Enablement

•Organization and activities to reduce vulnerabilities to disinformation and associated harms.

Reducing disinformation risk

•Organization and activities to track, mitigate, and counter risks as they occur.

Real-time defense
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Understanding Disinformation 
Disinformation is the deliberate promotion of false, misleading, or 
misattributed information, usually designed to change the beliefs or 
actions of large numbers of people, as a means to attain an exterior 
goal, such as gaining territory or power in a region, winning an 
election, making more money, or gaining influence. The use of 
disinformation has been highlighted in politics, geopolitics, and in 
military operations-other-than-war, where disinformation is also 
connected to influence operations, information warfare, and 
propaganda. Disinformation has also been highlighted in alternative 
media sources that include “pink slime” networks of fake local news 
websites1, written with fake bylines by “reporters” sometimes 
thousands of miles away, and increasingly in business, as 
Disinformation as a Service (DAAS) companies2 start to offer their 
disinformation creation and management services to corporations. 

Disinformation can exist anywhere in environments where people and 
machines interact with information. The falsehood can be in the 
content—where it is described as “misinformation”—but also in the use 
of bots as creators, mislabeling of content (including sources, dates and locations of images, quotes and text), 
and interactions, such as faked “arguments,” which are promoted, amplified, and discussed.  

Disinformation usually will have implied goals, practical goals, and mechanisms. Implied goals include 
geopolitical positioning, making money, or gaining attention. Practical goals include changing beliefs or 
emotions of large groups toward concepts, individuals, groups of people; they also include selling product, or 
increasing views and clicks on a website. Mechanisms include techniques like “Hack and leak”—hacking into a 
system to obtain sensitive documents, then publicly releasing either original or modified copies of them and 
priming online influencers, amplifying messages through a botnet of created, rented, or hijacked accounts. 
Mechanisms are used to achieve disinformation goals within the resources available to the disinformation 
creators.  

Misinformation is not disinformation, although the terms are often used interchangeably. Misinformation is 
false or misleading information that is potentially harmful3, (e.g., a claim that Covid19 doesn’t exist). When 
misinformation strays beyond the possible or credible (e.g., “Elvis is alive and living on the moon”), it can morph 
into conspiracy. Conspiracy theories are often attractive, and thus coopted by misinformation campaigns. 
Misinformation and conspiracy theories are primarily content-based phenomena, meaning that the false 
information is primarily contained within their content.  

 

1 Hannah Murphy, Siddharth Venkataramakrishnan, “Local news is drowning in ‘pink slime’ ahead of US election", Financial Times, 2020 

2 Insikt Group, “The price of influence: disinformation in the private sector" - disinformation as a service, 2019 

3 Rasmus Nielsen, remarks at Westminster Media Forum Policy on tackling fake news and online misinformation, 2020. 

MISINFORMATION 
VS. 

DISINFORMATION 
Misinformation is false or 
misleading information that is 
potentially harmful.1 

Disinformation is the deliberate 
promotion of false, misleading, or 
misattributed information, usually 
designed to change the beliefs or 
actions of large numbers of 
people, as a means to attain an 
exterior goal. 

https://www.ft.com/content/f36c3e2e-bd62-4d93-853f-0d09cd8d9079
https://www.recordedfuture.com/disinformation-service-campaigns/
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Disinformation is an intentional form of "digital harm.” Other digital harms include hate speech, fraud, 
cyberbullying, online stalking, doxing—releasing sensitive, often personal, details online, brand impersonation—
and spam. Each of these can be assessed in terms of the types of harm they do, where harm types include 
physical, psychological, economic, reputational, cultural, and political. 

 

Example: Covid19 narratives  

During 2020, the Covid19 epidemic was accompanied by an “infodemic” of misinformation 
around the disease, disinformation connecting Covid19 with existing conspiracies, and the 
politicization of Covid19 responses through online activist and hate groups. Misinformation 
narratives included the seriousness, origins, treatments, and cures for Covid19. Crossover 

narratives that included existing conspiracy theories included Covid5g—mixing Covid19 and 
5G mobile network narratives—anti-vaccination narratives, antisemitic depopulation myths, 

and black helicopters. Political and activist groups exploiting false Covid19 narratives 
included gun rights groups, anti-immigration groups and right-wing extremists.  

Motives for the infodemic included profit, political power—often through “blue check” 
disinformation4—misinformation propagated by well-known public influencers—and 

geopolitics, with countries including Russia, China, and Iran using both covert and overt 
disinformation campaigns to change narratives around their interests, create discord in 
populations, and undermine democratic processes. Harms included the politicization of 

effective anti-Covid19 measures, including wearing masks and social distancing to help stop 
its spread across communities. 

  

 

4 https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/04/twitter-verified-accounts-misinformation/ 

https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/04/twitter-verified-accounts-misinformation/
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Disinformation Threat Actors 
Disinformation threat actors can be grouped in different ways, including by motivations, resources, and areas of 
operation. Motivations include geopolitical and political gain, profit, and attention; areas of operation include 
geography and subject. When grouped by business model, three types of threat actors emerge: persistent 
manipulators, service providers, and opportunists. 

 

DAAS providers include organizations and teams that pivot from legitimate business, such as providing 
marketing services, to using the apparatus of those businesses for disinformation. The number of these teams 
is growing, showing that there is demand for expertise in the DAAS business. The DAAS arena could become a 
positive feedback loop for more innovation amongst DAAS vendors, creating more costs to the information 
economy. New large organizations offering propaganda and disinformation services are also being created, 
often by former government operators, prompting the question of who their targets are likely to be, and how. 

Tracking the DAAS market is important. It will probably overlap with and share operating models with the 
ransomware market, so lessons learned from tracking the DAAS space will be helpful. The ransomware market 
has well-established operating models that could be adapted to disinformation, such as the Fin7 model5 of 
ransomware as a well-managed business, with victim portfolios, staff specializations, specialist subcontractors 
etc. Although teams with the organization and capability to run ransomware schemes currently have higher 
rewards and arguably lower risk than the DAAS market, an uptick in DAAS profits might tempt them to join. 

Disinformation and Business  
An organization's reasons to track and counter disinformation include brand protection, building customer 
affinity, employee and community protection, and damage mitigation, such as reducing threats to operations 
caused by disinformation. 

 

5 “CrimeOps: The Operational Art of Cyber Crime”, 2020 https://sec.okta.com/articles/2020/08/crimeops-operational-art-cyber-crime 

Persistent 
manipulators

Advanced teams (e.g., 
Russia’s Internet 
Research Agency, China, 
Iran, etc.)

For-profit website 
networks (e.g., antivax 
websites, pink slime 
sites)

Nation-state media (e.g., 
Sputnik, RT, etc.)

Service providers

Disinformation-as-a-
service (DAAS) factories, 
such as ex-marketing 
agencies, spam etc.

Ad-hoc paid teams, such 
as EBLA in Ghana, 
PeaceData in the United 
States

Opportunists

Peddlers who sell clicks, 
t-shirts, books etc.

Conspiracy groups, 
extremists, jokers, 
attention-seekers, etc.

https://sec.okta.com/articles/2020/08/crimeops-operational-art-cyber-crime
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Numerous organizations will decide to monitor for and respond to disinformation that impacts them, either 
themselves or through trusted third parties and groups. First and foremost, knowing what to track and why 
determines the types of counter-disinformation activities, monitoring, collaborations, data needs, and response 
actions the organization will require.  

• Disinformation incidents targeting third parties that use an organization’s resources, assets, or 
community as a vector. None but the largest organizations are likely to monitor for current 
disinformation motives, such as politics, money, and attention. Firms are more likely to notice system 
anomalies that track back to disinformation campaigns or artifacts—accounts, images, or phrases—in 
their systems that are related to either higher-profile disinformation campaigns or available as part of a 
group of related organizations, or an Information Sharing and Analysis Organization (ISAO).  
 

• Disinformation incidents targeting the organization and/or entities associated with it. A disinformation 
incident might target the organization itself or the industry in which it operates, the organization’s 
principals, or connected entities, such as suppliers or business partners. The perpetrators’ goals might 
include diminishing the organization’s reputation, limiting its operations, or changing its behaviors. The 
organization's response is usually to limit this damage—often requiring marketing, legal, and C-suite 
teams. Most large organizations already monitor social media, online websites, search results, and 
press mentions of their brand and are connected to industry bodies that may or may not be doing 
similar monitoring. Business incidents have so far been rare, partly because ransomware and other 
more traditional incident types are still lower-risk and more lucrative for criminals. 
 

Example: 5G phone masts and telecommunications companies 

Businesses can often become secondary victims of a disinformation campaign. The Covid5G 
narratives, claiming that 5G phone antennas were causing Covid19 or that the wires in 
facemasks were themselves 5G antennas might have seemed outlandish, but enough 

people believed them that they became a physical threat to telecoms companies’ 
infrastructure, sites, and service. In 2020, British telecoms company, BT, reported threats 
and physical assaults on its field teams, damage to 36 of its masts, and customer service 

disruptions connected with the Covid5G conspiracies. 

Businesses can also engage in commercial disinformation themselves. In early 2020, a 
“news hub” of Facebook pages and accounts critical of their rivals was linked to two 
telecoms companies in Vietnam and Myanmar. These pages were also linked to a PR 

company. 
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Cognitive Security: Disinformation Defenses as Information Security 
Disinformation can be viewed and managed as an information security problem. Information security (InfoSec) 
is the protection of information and information systems from unauthorized access, modification or use. 
Although general InfoSec discussion often focuses on hackers and cybersecurity—usually remote incidents on 
electronic systems containing information of interest—InfoSec also encompasses physical and cognitive 
security. Physical security covers incidents on premises, locks on doors etc., and cognitive security covers 
incidents on human minds, beliefs, and communities. The term, “Cognitive Security” is also used for part of 
machine learning in InfoSec, but the disinformation-related use is becoming dominant now. 

One foundational InfoSec model is the triad of confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability, see figure 1. Confidentiality prevents information being 
available to people who are not authorized to access it. Integrity ensures 
that information is not modified or deleted by unauthorized individuals. 
Availability guarantees that authorized individuals get access to information 
when needed. Disinformation is an information integrity problem, of 
completeness, accuracy, or consistency in information transmitted between 
humans, usually via computer networks6.  

Using human beliefs as part of an InfoSec incident is an old tactic. 
Phishing—persuading users with access to desired information or systems to 
act or release that information—and other “social engineering” tactics are 
well-established tools in the incident creator’s toolbox.  What has changed in recent years is scale—the large 
numbers of people who could be involved in disinformation campaigns transforms cognitive security incidents 
like disinformation into “social engineering at scale.” 

Adding cognitive security to information security has two main effects:  

1. Existing threat actors can add cognitive security threats to their existing activities, such as using 
disinformation tactics to add external pressure to a ransomware victim. Organizations who may already 
have a strong posture in digital and physical security may have less maturity in protecting against or 
responding to cognitive security threats and would benefit from considering them before they become a 
common tool for threat actors. 
 

2. Many information security paradigms, processes, and tools can be reused for defense against 
disinformation. Organizations that have a strong posture in disinformation detection may benefit from 
the structure and added connections that information security frameworks give their responses. 
Organizations without an existing disinformation posture may benefit from an existing and well-formed 
structure to start addressing these threats. 

  

 

6 Danny Rogers, Fake news as an information security problem, Forbes, May 2018 

Figure 1 – InfoSec model triad 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2018/05/21/fakenews-as-an-information-security-problem/
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Cognitive Security Functions 
Information security functions can be grouped into three areas: enablement, operations, and testing and 
validation. The sections below describe the disinformation equivalent of each of these functions. 

 

Cognitive Security as Risk Management  
Understanding and managing risk is at the heart of cognitive security. In an environment whose data streams 
are large, fast-paced and distributed across many Internet platforms, the core problem is not so much in finding 
disinformation, but in understanding where to best place detection, response, and mitigation resources to 
minimize the attack surfaces, vulnerabilities, and potential losses that disinformation—both targeted and 
general--can create. Risk assessment, reduction, and remediation techniques are well suited to help with this 
task.  

  

Enablement

Enablement is the 
foundational work 
needed for security 
operations to work 
effectively. This includes 
security architectures, 
security engineering, 
data engineering, and 
training. 

Operations

Operations are the day-
to-day work of 
discovering, 
investigating, and 
responding to security 
threats and incidents. 
This includes threat 
intelligence (TI), 
research, investigations, 
and incident response. 

Testing

Testing and validation 
checks that the system 
is well-secured and 
compliant with any 
required standards. 
Work here includes 
simulations, red 
teaming, penetration 
testing, compliance 
analysis, and team 
exercises.
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Options for Disrupting Disinformation  
There are many options for an organization to include cognitive security practices into its operations, and each 
of these options has different resource commitments and results, the effectiveness of which will vary with 
individual organizations.  

 

 

Figure 2 Possible SOC Configurations. Image from CogSecCollab 

• A very large organization may stand up a cognitive security ISAO or equivalent—a clearinghouse for 
alerts, information, and data across organizations.  

• At the scale of a large tech organization, a disinformation Security Operations Center (SOC) may be 
appropriate. A SOC is a team dedicated to coordinating and sharing cognitive security alerts, sharing 
information and data across the organization and with other connected organizations.  

• Tech organizations with existing cybersecurity SOCs and disinformation work may add a disinformation 
desk to their existing SOC, using the same protocols and processes as the SOC to add disinformation 
alerts and information to its existing channels. 

• Organizations may run or contract disinformation risk assessments—including impact assessments—
incident research, remediation, and mitigation. 

• Organizations may also add security-adjacent practices, including counter-narrative deployment. 
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Cognitive Security Enablement: Making Defense Possible 
Enablement is the foundational work needed for security operations to work effectively. Enablement includes 
security architectures, security engineering, data engineering, and training. 

Disinformation Data Engineering 
Disinformation management relies on an organization’s ability to collect, store, prepare, explore, and 
summarize data. It also relies on its ability to reliably communicate analysis based on data, whether through 
carefully processing open-source intelligence (OSINT) or providing large-scale, real-time assessments of 
streaming social media data. Alongside confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA) principles, disinformation 
management requires that the data disinformation researchers handle be usable and consistent across 
datastores. It also adds the need for the management of that data - its storage, use, etc. - to meet internal and 
external policies and standards.  

Part of this work is in identifying data sources and silos, as well as building data structures and pipelines that 
match with existing tools and work.  

Handling the “Three Vs”  
“Big data” is data that is so large, fast, or diverse, that extra consideration and planning needs to go into storing 
and processing it. This issue is known as the “three Vs” of data science: volume, velocity, and variety (later 
expanded to include veracity, value, and variability).  

Figure 3 Disinformation “Three Vs”. Image from CogSecCollab 

Social media data volume and velocity are well known phenomena, encompassing millions of messages and 
posts every minute on various platforms. Although much disinformation tracking uses OSINT techniques and 
tools to trace artifacts and narratives, tracking is increasingly married to large-scale data collection and 
analysis. Machine learning algorithms are more and more being used to automate some of this work, but 
algorithms are unlikely to replace all possible disinformation defenses. The complexity of human interactions 
and inventiveness of incident creators mean that disinformation systems are likely to continue to be human in 
the loop (HITL).  

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/every-minute-internet-2020/
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/every-minute-internet-2020/
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Handling Boundaries and Variety 
Variety is a challenge for two main reasons. First, disinformation incident creators don’t respect platform 
boundaries and silos. Incidents happen on more than one platform, and increasingly they are a mix of social 
media, web domains, messaging systems, traditional media, online advertising, real-life advertising, and direct 
human connections. Most disinformation incidents also contain interacting objects of many different object 
types including accounts, groups, messages, comments, memes, and narratives. Disinformation teams need to 
bring in and analyze this data from outside their organization, which means having common ways to stream, 
store, and describe disparate datasets. 

Second, responders are often collecting, collating, and using data across silos and platforms, many of which are 
not under their control. The way that data is collected—including the original reasons for collection, the notice 
provided about data collection, and consent given—may differ across various elements of the datasets. Data 
dictionaries help with understanding datasets, but additional governance issues that need resolutions include 
questions about what external data can be legally kept and how, as well as handling and storage of personally 
identifiable information (PII). Some data governance practices already exist e.g., some social media data 
providers don’t allow public sharing of raw message data, but do allow users to share “dehydrated”7 lists of 
message ids. 

Describing Disinformation: Adapting InfoSec Standards 
Language and speed are important, especially when sharing information about ongoing live incidents. Few 
models used to describe disinformation that cover the “five Ws”—who, what, when, where, why, and How”—are 
optimized for rapid and repeatable sharing of disinformation incident data. CogSecCollab, a nonprofit 
organization that works to combat disinformation, has created a set of linked models based on the Structured 
Threat Information Expression (STIX) and adversarial tactics, techniques, and common knowledge (ATT&CK) 
information security standards, specifically for rapid reporting and response.  

  

 

7 http://digitalcollecting.lib.virginia.edu/toolkit/docs/social-media/collect-tweets/#dehydrated-and-rehydrated-data-sets  

http://digitalcollecting.lib.virginia.edu/toolkit/docs/social-media/collect-tweets/#dehydrated-and-rehydrated-data-sets
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Disinformation Layers: The Disinformation Pyramid 
One way to model the layers of representation around a disinformation incident is through a pyramid model. 
Layer models, see Fig. 3 below, are useful as a format for reporting on disinformation incidents. Several recent 
reporters seem to be converging on describing the incident, and any larger campaigns with which it is 
associated, then listing narratives and any supporting or significant artifacts found in the investigation.  

 

 

Figure 4 Disinformation Pyramid. Image from CogSecCollab 

In the pyramid, an incident is a time-bounded period of activity, usually around a specific event, actor, or topic. 
Artifacts are the disinformation messages, accounts, groups, and the links between them. Although the visible 
signs that an incident is occurring are usually artifacts, a narrative layer exists between those artifacts and each 
incident. Narratives are the stories that we tell ourselves. Identity narratives tell us about ourselves; in-group 
and out-group narratives tell us about the communities to which we do and do not belong; and other narratives 
tell us about the world. Incidents are time-limited activities, usually focused on a specific incident or group of 
narratives. Incidents may themselves be part of longer-term activities that we have labelled as campaigns. 
Examples of campaigns include anti-vaccination campaigns and advanced persistent threats (APT) at the 
nation-state level.  

An incident creator typically sees and can control all or part of the four layers. Incident responders examine 
artifacts, analyzing and combining information until they have a working picture of an incident or campaign. 
Occasionally, a responder will have existing intelligence about incidents and campaigns and will usually blend 
the new data with prior knowledge about their disinformation threat landscape. 
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Disinformation Objects and Relationships: STIX/TAXII 
Representation of a disinformation incident as a sociotechnical system describes a complex network of people, 
communities and technologies interacting with one another. Object-based disinformation models establish the 
actors in a disinformation space and the environments in which they operate.  

One of the models used to discuss disinformation is Camille Francois’ ABC: manipulative Actors, deceptive 
Behaviors, harmful Content [Francois19], extended by Alexandre Alaphilippe to include Distribution 
[Alaphilippe20]. Other work on descriptions includes the DFRlab’s Dichotomies of Disinformation catalog. None 
of these formats are optimized for rapid sharing or real-time interchange with existing threat intelligence 
services.  

CogSecCollab modified the standard STIX format to carry disinformation messages in “normal” InfoSec 
channels. STIX is a data standard used by intelligence-sharing communities, including ISACs and ISAOs, and 
large organizations, such as NATO, to describe information security threats and threat actors, objects, and 
environments around them. STIX messages are transported between systems using the TAXII protocol. 
CogSecCollab added two new datatypes—incident and narrative—and provided a disinformation-focused 
description for each of the other objects in STIX. 

 

Figure 5 STIX Objects for Disinformation. Image from CogSecCollab 
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Figure 6 is a STIX graph for the 2014 Columbia Chemicals disinformation incident that uses standard STIX 
object labels. The incident “ColumbiaChemicals incident” is connected to one campaign-level threat actor, 
“Internet Research Agency,” and three other incidents, “BpOilSpillTsunami,” “PhosphorusDisaster,” and 
“EbolaInAtlanta.” It is also connected to a set of narratives and artifacts that include user accounts and other 
actors, to techniques, depicted as “attack patterns,” and counters, described as “courses of action.”  

 

Figure 6 STIX graph for the Columbia Chemicals incident. Image from CogSecCollab 

The layers in the above diagram match the disinformation pyramid, whose layers are outlined in pink; the 
objects can also be grouped into the (Actors, Behaviors, Content) of Francois’ ABC model, or Pamment’s ABCDE 
model. 

Disinformation Behavior Models: AMITT 
The techniques in the example above were labelled. These labels come from the Adversarial Misinformation 
and Influence Tactics and Techniques (AMITT) Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTP) model.  

Online disinformation events are now common enough for responders to describe and track techniques, and 
families of techniques, used by their creators. Work on technique descriptions include Joan Donovan’s Media 
Manipulation Casebook [Donovan20] and CogSecCollab’s AMITT.  
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AMITT is an open-source knowledge base of both red team and blue team disinformation tactics and 
techniques. AMITT consists of blue team and red team models and a repository of descriptions, mitigations, and 
examples in which the red team covers the incident, and the blue team is defense against the incident. Like 
MITRE's ATT&CK, on which it is modelled, AMITT contains a common taxonomy for disinformation offense and 
defense and is designed to fit the same toolsets and use cases for which ATT&CK is designed. It provides a 
common taxonomy for cognitive security offense and defense, a framework to rapidly share threat intelligence, 
and a conceptual tool for strengthening disinformation defenses through red teaming, risk analysis, replays and 
simulations. AMITT is maintained by CogSecCollab and is currently being tested by several organizations, 
including NATO. 

 

Figure 7 AMITT Framework (CogSecCollab) 

The AMITT framework is a behavioral model with four core components:  

1. Tactics: the set of top-level adversary goals that are needed to complete a successful incident. Like 
ATT&CK, these are listed sequentially from left to right. The further left that a tactic is on the AMITT 
diagram, the earlier it is likely to be met by an incident creator. In AMITT, tactics are also grouped into 
four phases: planning, preparation, execution, and evaluation; these phases are used to evaluate things 
like the potential for both creator and responder automations.  

2. Techniques: how incident creators meet each tactic goal. 

3. Sub-techniques: lower-level, very specific techniques.  

4. Examples of tactic and technique use.  
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AMITT's phases are themselves grouped into activities typically performed before a disinformation incident 
becomes publicly visible, and before those after-incident artifacts are widely accessible online. The phases 
before public visibility are termed "left of boom” and those that occur after are "right of boom.” “Boom” is an 
explosive disposal term used in some InfoSec models to describe the point at which a system has been 
breached. AMITT is designed to be used with a suite of other disinformation tools and processes, including the 
Malware Information Sharing Platform (MISP) open-source threat intelligence toolset. 

Cognitive Security Test & Validation: Reducing Disinformation Risk  
Testing and validation ensures that the system is well-secured and compliant with any required standards. Work 
here includes simulations, red teaming, penetration testing, compliance analysis, and team exercises. Much of 
this work is designed to reduce disinformation risks to an organization.  

Disinformation Risk 
Risk is classically defined as a combination of the severity of an adverse event and its likelihood of occurring. 
Risk management is examining which events could occur and to whom, what effects these events could have, 
how bad the effects could be, how to measure the severity of effects, how likely they are to happen, and which 
factors could change any of these effects.  

Risk also about considering the environments—political, economic, or sociological—in which threat actors and 
responders are operating and determining which actions to take to balance risk, values, and other 
environmental factors.  

Organization Risk Assessment 
Most InfoSec risk reduction work is deliberative and outside the pace of immediate response. To quote the 
former Director of the US Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency, Chris Krebs, “defend today, secure 
tomorrow.” InfoSec risk assessments are also known as risk analysis or threat analysis, and the process 
requires an understanding about what is being protected and potentially from whom, as well as what 
mitigations are already in place and the possible consequences if risk is not mitigated. 

• Map disinformation risks to the organization, including already-known vulnerabilities and exploits (ways 
in which vulnerabilities can be abused. Mapping includes an organization’s critical targets and potential 
means of attack.  

• Map the organization’s existing disinformation detection and defense capabilities. 
• Map possible mitigation and remediation activities and prioritize and organize potential detections, 

fixes, and patches. 

Potential outputs from these activities include process, structure and system recommendations to strengthen 
organizational capabilities; vulnerability maps and recommendations to reduce and remediate these 
weaknesses; and methods to continue assessing and reducing disinformation risk.  
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Organization Risks and Vulnerabilities 
Mapping an organization's disinformation risks involves assessing possible threat actors who might be 
interested in targeting the organization; potential disinformation targets, including the organization’s content, 
principals, reputation, connections, and response team; other entities and individuals within an organization 
whose resources, credibility, and community can be used in a disinformation campaign; events such as 
elections; and demographics. 

Risk assessments should also consider where a potential target organization might be used in the 
disinformation kill chain, and what features the potential target provides to the world and/or other 
communities, that can be adapted for use in disinformation. 

The organization's disinformation attack surfaces—ways in which a disinformation creator can access an 
organization and its resources—also need to be examined. Various languages, locations, or specific 
communities can provide easier routes into the organization's knowledge systems. 

Organization Capabilities 
Since 2016, most social media organizations have established some form of formal or informal disinformation 
programs. Mapping disinformation risks can provide a good baseline on which to build a coordinated and rapid 
response. When examining an organization’s risks and existing mitigation factors, numerous questions should 
be posed. 

• Who is already working on countering disinformation? What is the makeup of the organization's existing 
disinformation programs? How are they currently operating, and is the current model sustainable? What 
work needs to be done to sustain these efforts in the long term?  

• How coordinated is the organization’s existing disinformation program? In some organizations, a central 
group keeps potential alerters and responders connected; in others, activity is spread across silos. 

• What disinformation vulnerabilities have already been identified? Are they listed and patched?  

• How aware is the organization of disinformation mechanisms? How do existing teams recognize and 
address cognitive easing—disinformation perceptions after prolonged exposure? Are there guidelines 
and boundaries set on editorial and satirical content, such as neutral tone and recognized deliberate 
fakes?  

• Does the organization have a formal disinformation response and recovery plan? Checklists explaining 
how to recognize disinformation, and the challenges it presents, can help develop a response and 
recovery plan. 

Damage Reduction and Remediation 
Disinformation remediation programs are critical for both brand protection and for the well-being of 
communities. A multidimensional triage and response process is needed to preserve information integrity and 
reputation of organizations and their platforms. 
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Disinformation Risk Prediction 
Smart ways to map out an organization's disinformation risks, as well as potential responses include finding 
and mapping existing knowledge about vulnerabilities, analyzing previous attacks on other organizations or your 
own, and replaying previous attacks by inserting your organization into the scenario as either target or part of 
the attack. Tabletop and red team exercises focusing on how the organization and its resources could be 
targeted by disinformation or used in a disinformation campaign and ways to counter these malign activities 
can also help assess existing vulnerabilities and capabilities. 

Look for Relevant TTPs and Counters 
For each TTP and counter in the AMITT framework, decide whether your organization could be either a target of 
the TTP or exploited by it. AMITT is a useful tool in each of these processes. AMITT, which has analogues to both 
ATT&CK and pre-ATT&CK tactic stages, models the whole red team process. One of the reasons for building 
these models is to move disinformation defenses from purely reactive defense, such as responding to 
disinformation incidents once they’re underway, to disruptive defense, such as anticipating which incidents are 
likely to occur and looking for early indicators of activity before an incident becomes widespread. The AMITT 
phases are especially useful when combined with the SANS Institute Sliding Scale of Cyber Security for 
considering the types of activity—architectural, passive, or active response—in each response stage. 

The tools will help produce a body of knowledge from which to create a risk map that can then be used to 
create a risk register, with each risk described by category, consequences, likelihood, impact score, controls, 
and TTPs. The register will be a useful building block to help create a disinformation mitigation and response 
plan, prioritize activities like tool design, and help the organization become more resilient to disinformation.  

Map Known Vulnerabilities 
Red teaming is fun, but institutional knowledge about disinformation vulnerabilities may already exist, so look 
for traces of information about known disinformation vulnerabilities in the organization’s literature and 
knowledge stores. Other ways to research existing vulnerabilities is to meet with stakeholders and explore 
existing knowledge about cognitive biases, community tensions, and algorithms. Other known disinformation 
campaigns and channels may also contain useful knowledge and resources. 

Analyze Existing Incidents 
Existing incidents, especially incidents that failed, are good sources on information on vulnerabilities, threat 
actors, and techniques. Using the AMITT STIX and TTP frameworks will help put this knowledge in a form that it 
can be compared with other incidents and ideas.  

Exercises and Simulations 
Simulations, red teaming exercises, penetration tests, compliance analysis checks, and team exercises can 
help find and access disinformation vulnerabilities and defense knowledge from inside and outside the 
organization.  

• Tabletop exercises and red team exercises identify potential vulnerability types and help design and 
prioritize detection methods, patches, fixes for them. 

• An exercise coordinating stakeholders to respond across the whole AMITT model helps establish 
reaction protocols.  

https://www.sans.org/reading-room/whitepapers/ActiveDefense/sliding-scale-cyber-security-36240
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• “Bug hunting” style events help look for vulnerabilities and evidence of existing disinformation work. 

Cognitive Security Operations: Real-time Defense 
Disinformation tracking groups and organizations are starting to converge on operating models that look very 
similar to SOCs. Security operations are the functions and resources used to implement an organization’s 
information security. A SOC, is the organization’s unit that monitors systems and handles information security 
incidents in them, where the unit includes people, processes, technology, and culture. 

Most SOCs provide threat monitoring, detection, and response. They are usually connected, formally and/or 
informally, to other SOCs both directly and via coordinating bodies such as ISACs, ISAOs, Cyber INTERPOL, and 
equivalent organizations. 

Most organizations with disinformation issues are already investigating disinformation tracking and mitigation 
measures. They have cross-functional teams, often including trust and safety, communications, legal, and other 
parts of the organization impacted by disinformation. Recent work includes alert-sharing across the 
organization and beyond and processes for responses, including rapid takedowns. Many of these measures 
have been based on ticketing systems. The CTI League used alert-sharing processes to connect disinformation 
response to existing information security operations practices. 

Disinformation SOC functions 
Disinformation SOCs can borrow much of their processes, training, and tools from information security SOCs, 
which is why CogSecCollab built the STIX and ATT&CK-based AMITT models and the processes around them. 
There are, however, some differences in the way disinformation data, reporting, and response work. 
Organizations are systems. They have set boundaries on their operations, organization, and responsibilities; 
they also choose the boundaries within which they monitor for threats and act to reduce, mitigate or counter 
them. Some of these boundaries are legal; others are a necessary compromise between available resources 
and the levels of risk from different threats.  

• Threat and monitoring boundaries: InfoSec SOCs typically monitor the computing and information 
resources for which an organization is responsible with clearly defined boundaries, often augmented by 
alerts from external providers. A disinformation SOC will typically monitor its own information systems, 
as well as systems outside the control of the organization, searching social media, known 
disinformation producers, and other external sites8. 

• Responsibility boundaries: the InfoSec SOC’s responsibilities usually lie within its organization’s 
boundaries, although both InfoSec and disinformation incidents can use an organization's resources to 
harm external entities. Disinformation responsibility boundaries rarely line up with an organization's 
monitoring boundaries.  

 

8 Without control of external systems, a disinformation SOC may also be unable to monitor growing disinformation incidents, especially if 
they are built on hidden platforms, such as private messaging groups. 
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• Action boundaries: InfoSec SOCs are typically in control of the systems that they monitor and have the 
authority to remove, counter, or mitigate threats within them. They might work with other business 
functions and platform elements and can typically act independently. Disinformation SOCs rarely have 
complete control over all the disinformation actors, artifacts, and narratives needed to respond to an 
incident, forcing the SOCs to monitor for disinformation outside their normal control boundaries and 
cooperate on responses with outside organizations and teams, including business functions and 
platform elements run by the business. 

  
Figure 8 Organization responsibility, monitoring and action boundaries 

Disinformation threat, responsibility, and action boundaries do not usually line up with each other and are not 
necessarily under an organization's control. Disinformation monitoring, responsibility, and countermeasures are 
usually also shared with other parts of an organization, from legal and platform to trust and safety, marketing, 
and communications. Extending a SOC to cover disinformation means thinking about what the type of system 
affected by disinformation, where the organization’s threat and responsibility boundaries are, and which 
external bodies and other parts of the organization need to coordinate on disinformation with the SOC.  

Threat Monitoring and Detection 
In InfoSec, threat actors targeting an organization are usually profiling the organization and its resources, then 
attempting to gain access to the organization's information systems. Profiling represents the largest number of 
raw events for a SOC. Profiling is often external, but threat detection and monitoring can mostly be done within 
the system and on its boundaries. With disinformation, threats are usually outside the organization's systems, 
necessitating either a wider search, or cooperation with other detection and monitoring organizations.  

Threat monitoring also includes triage—deciding which artifacts and incident reports are significant enough to 
start analyzing. Some of this work is already automated, but most current disinformation alerting comes from 
human reports on artifacts of interest, suggesting a need to integrate with customer support, including 
converting customer complaints into disinformation team inputs. 
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Some skills are transferable, but social media and media ecosystems are not computer networks, and security 
analysts will need training to work on a new set of domains, including local languages and localization for 
organizations working outside a single language and country.  

Threat Analysis and Response 
Triaged alerts need to be quickly analyzed to assess whether the incident be mitigated during staging—before 
narratives and artifacts spread—and if not, how far has the incident spread, which campaigns, narratives, 
artifacts and other incidents are connected to it, which disinformation techniques were used, and which 
countermeasures could mitigate its effects.  

Threat analysis is done within the lifecycle of the incident when it is still possible to change its course or effects, 
and object and behavior models like STIX and AMITT can be useful here.  

Much of this work is a mixture of OSINT techniques and the application of data science tools such as text 
processing and network analysis. There are similarities between techniques used, InfoSec forensics, and 
malware analysis used in threat intelligence work, but social network analysis is different enough—requiring 
interpretation of human meanings, and subtleties like sarcasm—for incident responders to need training on a 
new set of skills.  

Threat hunting 
An SOC team can analyze incidents and potential threats in detail. Much early disinformation work was 
strategic, connecting incidents and campaigns, and seeking attribution by connecting incidents to threat actors, 
including advanced persistent manipulators, to guide further mitigations and sanctions. These investigations 
take time and usually need deep forensic and specialized skills, such as language, political, or market 
knowledge.  

Left-of-boom AMITT stages fall under incident research, including the search for networks of accounts, URLs, or 
groups before they are used for disinformation and for staging of narratives and artifacts, including images, 
hashtags, and phrases.  

Subject matter experts may be needed for this work. Language skills and local knowledge are necessary for 
organizations that operate in different languages and countries and for tracking threat actors in areas like the 
darknet. Political, geopolitical, social, and market knowledge are needed to put emerging narratives in context. 
Marketing knowledge, including cognitive psychology and value-based segmentation, helps track potential 
targets and determine appropriate countermeasures.  

Cooperation and Reporting 
Incident information should be shared with and reported to other affected parties and incident responders 
within a timeframe that will allow organizations to mitigate and respond to an incident with as little ambiguity as 
possible. Sharing tools and standards such as STIX and AMITT can help quickly create machine-interpretable 
messages for reporting purposes. The SOC team may also cooperate with other functions in the organization, 
including legal, InfoSec, and communications.  
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SOC Organization 
Cognitive security and other specialist SOCs can range in scale from a large coordinating body to a dedicated in-
house facility, to a desk in an existing information security SOC, to an individual in-house responder. An 
organization's SOC function might be entirely in-house, entirely outsourced, or a hybrid of these.  

Organization Size 
The largest disinformation SOCs are likely to be alerting and coordinating bodies, such as disinformation ISAOs, 
intelligence centers, or their equivalents. An ISAO is an organization specifically created to manage alert, 
information, and data exchanges for a group of organizations and other bodies connected with information 
security, such as the US presidentially mandated ISACs that include finance, elections, water, and nuclear. 
These bodies can act as coordinating entities, given the reach and scale of disinformation incidents across 
platforms and the frequent need to include teams of response organizations.  

Large and/or specialized organizations handling large volumes of disinformation or with very specific risk 
profiles that require a lot of monitoring, such as social media platforms, might opt for an in-house 
disinformation SOC—a team and resources created specifically to monitor for and respond to disinformation 
threats to an organization, and connecting directly to the rest of the organization and any partner disinformation 
groups or organizations.  

We estimate that many organizations will start by adding a disinformation desk to an existing InfoSec SOC or 
equivalent, matching it to that SOC’s processes, practices and sharing formats.  

An individual group of disinformation researchers in an organization might not be labelled a SOC but might 
perform many of the same operations. 
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SOC Tiers 
 

 

Figure 9 Disinformation SOC Tiers. Image from CogSecCollab 

 

An InfoSec response team ingests indicators, conducts and disseminates analyses, and responds to incidents. 
InfoSec SOC teams are often separated into tiers:  

• Tier 1: triage. Receive security alerts, then scan for security issues. Triage inputs, passing urgent and 
relevant alerts on for analysis.  

• Tier 2: incident response. Analyze alerts and gather data to identify which parts of the information 
system are affected and how. Initial remediation.  

• Tier 3: threat hunters / subject matter experts. Detailed analysis of current and potential threats. 

• Tier 4: SOC manager. Organizes the team, creates crisis plan, manages audits, connects to business 
leads.  

Every SOC will not have all the listed tiers. Some SOCs run tiers 1 and 2 only, responding to incidents as they 
are detected; others include proactive threat hunting and coordinate activities with other organization teams.  

Disinformation response teams often follow a similar structure. Many teams run tier 1 and a limited subset of 
tier 2. Some are large enough to include tiers 3 and 4. Organizations that are proactive about disinformation 
threats are better positioned to respond to them when they come.  
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Other Considerations 
The size, organization, and responsiveness of a cognitive security SOC will depend on many factors, including 
risk tolerance, proactiveness, timeliness, outsourcing, physical location, and available resources. Other options 
include whether to build a standalone disinformation SOC or embed it within an existing InfoSec SOC. 

• Risk tolerance. How likely is this organization to be handling, or to become the target of disinformation? 
What level of risk is the organization comfortable with? An organization’s risk tolerance will determine 
the scale of effort and types of function covered by the disinformation SOC. Expected types of attack 
and the profile of the organization, such as its size and sector, also often factor the resource allocations 
and choices it makes for risk mitigation.  

• Proactiveness. Focusing on individual artifacts during staging (left-of-boom tactic stages) can enable a 
response before disinformation impacts occur. This is different from a responsive SOC model, where 
incidents have “already happened.” Without a disinformation desk, an organization can only react, 
cleaning up after a disinformation incident happens. Focusing on artifacts and narratives during staging 
allows an organization to take preventative actions to stop or reduce disinformation impacts. 

• Timeliness. Does the disinformation SOC need to respond immediately to all incidents and threats? Will 
it need to be staffed around the clock? 

• Outsourcing. Can all or parts of the disinformation SOC function be outsourced to other organizations? 
Most smaller organizations might be part of an ISAC, ISAO, or other alerting and coordinating body, or 
rely on other organizations or networks to cover some of their load.  

• Physical location. Many InfoSec SOCs are on-premises. This restriction might not apply to cognitive 
security SOCs. 

• Available resources. A disinformation SOC is also likely to be defined by the budget, staffing, training, 
and computing resources, including computation and tools, available to it.  
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Disinformation Strategies 
Consumers are inundated daily with a barrage of disinformation, and consumers almost certainly will respond 
to the same principles and methods to combat disinformation that have been successfully used to drive piracy 
conversion, a significant body of work developed by FiveBy Solutions.  

Reframing Piracy Conversion  
“Piracy conversion” is a reframing of the legacy strategy to combat piracy known as “anti-piracy.” Whereas anti-
piracy sought to fight the pirates based on calling out the illegality of the behavior, piracy conversion took a 
more pro-customer approach to identify the piracy “segments” most likely to become customers, then to 
discover the specific policies, offers and messages that could be used to sway them, and finally, implement 
product- and programmatic changes to drive conversion and measure response. It specifically ignored the 
intentional pirates in favor of working with users who were likely to become good customers. 

Disinformation and piracy conversion are closely related, and consequently parallels in strategy are appropriate. 
Successful strategies to convince consumers of the value of “Genuine” software and strengthening the overall 
perceptions of consumers against piracy as a public health threat, can be applicable to disinformation. 
Developing successful strategies to provide consumers with insights into critical data to recognize 
disinformation is key to applying anti-piracy strategies to this problem set. 

• Where has this information come from? 
• Is it genuine? 
• Has it been tampered with, and is there an underlying nefarious agenda? 
• Can I trust the information? 
• Do I want to establish a relationship with the publisher of the information, and if so, does the 

information under consideration strengthen or weaken my faith in that relationship? 

Implementing a framework consisting of assessment, strategy development, and implementation in three 
enterprise-scale piracy conversion projects and adapting this framework to the disinformation problem will 
almost certainly help identify disinformation and develop a strategy to mitigate it.  

• Assessment 
o User Segmentation 
o Business Analytics 
o Data Analytics  

• Strategy Development 
o Marketing Strategy 
o Communications Strategy 
o Technical Strategy 

 

• Implementation 
o Technical Program Management 
o Marketing Program Management 
o Data Engineering  
o Software Engineering 
o Measurement of Results 
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This methodology allowed Microsoft to cut its piracy rate for Windows by nearly a third over a span of seven 
years, saving billions of dollars and increasing its bottom line, and the methodology has been embedded in the 
technologies of Windows and Office. Another large software company, Adobe, implemented a similar program to 
protect its key products. First, the company tested the program for Adobe Acrobat, then Photoshop, and then its 
flagship subscription suite, Creative Cloud. And other tech leaders have used the same approach of defining 
and messaging the benefits of “Genuine” software, combined with product improvements and conversion 
programs to increase the value, sales, and profitability of their most visible products. 

Understanding Disinformation 
Recognizing and assessing what types of disinformation events could affect an organization, how a problem 
manifests with the business in question, and what impacts it has or may have in the future should be the first 
analytic step. This assessment should profile actors by type and expected product and look across 
organizational silos, identifying and merging data from them in ways that consider the original intended uses, 
known gaps, and other factors. These assessments should include supply-chain and marketplace analysis, 
hardware and software investigations, anti-counterfeiting, threat assessments, and remediation services. 
Geographic, geopolitical, and language expertise will help drive understanding of the threat actors and their 
goals. 

Value-based Segmentation and Taxonomy 
To reduce piracy, value perceptions were changed to identify user segments based on their value relationships 
to software piracy. Customer segmentation and behavioral analysis separated the users firmly committed to 
piracy from users who wanted to do the right thing – to have support, know what the options and risks of 
exposure are. The segments included genuine, kind, “law and order” users trapped in transactions they were 
not aware were fraudulent and who wanted to license their software; opportunistic users who were downloading 
from filesharing sites or using multiple copies of the same license, and who were willing to pay if caught; soft 
pirates, including cash-poor college students; and hardcore pirates, such as street market vendors, who might 
age out of pirate behaviour or need a longer-term strategy.  

Strategies built around customer segmentations reduced risk by identification and prevention of undesirable 
behaviors, including piracy and fraud and compliance issues that include global sanctions and money 
laundering. Enlisting end-user support is key to this strategy, exerting pressure on pirates and resellers while 
creating support for users who were more likely to voluntarily obtain genuine licenses. This strategy worked to 
divert, detect, disrupt, and increase costs for pirates and counterfeiters, while creating lasting relationships with 
customers who preferred the genuine article. 

Similar segmentation, values analysis, perception and behavioral assessments will effectively reduce 
disinformation risk.  

Cognitive Security 
What are the processes and technologies needed to help anticipate, discover, and mitigate or counter active 
disinformation campaigns? 
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Creating response teams 
An organization with an existing cybersecurity SOC will most likely start its disinformation program by adding a 
disinformation desk to its existing SOC. Large organizations may need a dedicated disinformation SOC to 
coordinate and share cognitive security alerts, information, and data across the organization and with partner 
organizations. An organization may also need to create a clearinghouse for alerts, information, and data across 
organizations, working as a cognitive security information-sharing and analysis organization (ISAO), based on 
each entity’s preference.  

Enabling Disinformation Management 
Security operations work effectively and sustainably if they have the foundational work in place, such as data 
and messaging standards, storage and combination across internal and external silos, and tools and analysis, 
to support them.  

Data Engineering 
Disinformation data is high volume, high speed, and distributed across many platforms, groups, and silos. A 
petabyte/day reputation system can raise or lower security friction in real time to repel fraudulent attacks while 
minimally disrupting legitimate customer experience. 

Data Analytics 
Data, forensic, and research analysis can help develop custom searches based on expert knowledge, such as 
transliteration errors from foreign languages, name variations, and opaque ownership structures. These 
insights help determine the source of the information, as well as the messaging from possible disinformation 
campaigns from malign foreign actors. 

Frameworks 
An open-source framework of taxonomy, classification, labeling, and data interchange developed by data 
science industry experts are building blocks for a remediation program and framework which integrates into 
client platforms. Using this methodology allows actionable use of the data in as close to real-time as is feasible, 
whether responding to an incident, a substantive disinformation campaign, or taking preventative measures 
against campaigns observed elsewhere. 
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Disinformation Risk Reduction 
Specialized solutions, tailored to mitigate and manage disinformation risk for individual firms, are critical to 
countering focused disinformation campaigns. A strategic approach to anti-piracy, brand protection, and fighting 
fraud is applicable to countering disinformation and eliminating the reputational impacts of disinformation 
campaigns. 

Focusing Value Perceptions 
In the anti-piracy sphere, shifting the conversation about the difference between genuine and non-genuine 
software from price, physical features, and paper-based differentiation to the value of genuine software helps 
shift perceptions and customer willingness to reject pirated products. Lessons learned about perceptions in the 
anti-piracy realm will almost certainly be effective in disinformation management. 

Counternarratives and reputation management 
Disinformation remediation must also necessarily include reputational risk management and cautious 
messaging. Carefully crafted communications around both defanging and debunking disinformation campaigns 
must be balanced with awareness and prevention efforts. 

Real-time Disinformation Management 
Real-time disinformation management includes identifying bad actors, detecting behavior patterns, identifying 
organized threat campaigns, and remediation and clean-up. A proactive approach to these strategies, that 
builds resilience to disinformation incidents and develops integrated remediation programs leveraging data and 
policy to facilitate a rapid response to identified campaigns or individual bad actors and help automate 
responses as quickly as possible, while also providing human analysts for expert intervention.   
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Conclusion 
Leading governmental bodies and support organizations worldwide have become aware of the significant 
current threats related to disinformation. Disinformation is being used by state actors and more insidiously 
enabled by a growing industry of DAAS vendors. The impacts are experienced well beyond the political realm, for 
example, as corporations and their employees are targeted to avoid Covid 19 vaccination – a threat to business 
continuation and public health. 

Beyond governmental and public impact, the threat to Enterprise businesses – operators of social networks 
certainly, and more broadly, any Enterprise with a national or multinational mission – is a significant concern. 
While governments may soon create regulatory protections against disinformation, Enterprise businesses are 
already beginning to explore solutions to protect themselves, their employees and customers, and importantly, 
their reputations, all of which are under siege. 

This paper provides a solution framework that should be urgently considered by anyone in a marketing, finance, 
compliance or information security role within a modern Enterprise in order to determine their risks and if 
appropriate, develop appropriate response and protection methods to enable protection of valuable resources 
and avoidance of potential reputational damage in the near term.  
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FiveBy Background  
This report was written by FiveBy Solutions, a specialized risk intelligence services firm. FiveBy has more than a 
decade of experience helping some of the world’s most recognizable brands minimize fraud, abuse, and 
sanctions risks. Examples of its work include: 

• Narrative-based risk intelligence. Supporting one of the world’s largest software platform providers, 
FiveBy’s Risk Intelligence group, comprised of geopolitical and financial fraud experts, track and 
critically analyze narratives from high-risk areas such as Russia, China, North Korea and Iran.  

• Fraud modelling and response. Incident response and full assessment of fraud against a leading social 
media platform, followed by analysis of past and current incidents, and modelling of fraudulent behavior 
including pattern recognition for fraudulent vs. normal use.  

• Piracy conversion. Working with a multinational software company’s Anti-Piracy Services team to reduce 
the distribution and use of non-genuine and modified or tampered copies of their flagship software 
products. 

• Supply chain security. In support of a major consumer electronics manufacturer, assessing security risk 
at all phases of a product’s lifecycle and analyzing data to create insight into how products are 
exploited. 

Each of these businesses has a common theme and purpose: To give customers the comfort of knowing that 
their online experiences are genuine; that the products and information they are consuming have not been 
tampered with and are not hiding shady dealings within the supply chain. FiveBy helps its clients offer their 
customers confidence and trust in a secure information supply chain. 
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https://science.house.gov/imo/media/doc/Francois%20Addendum%20to%20Testimony%20-%20ABC_Framework_2019_Sept_2019.pdf
https://www.mitre.org/sites/default/files/publications/pr-19-01075-28-mitre-attack-design-and-philosophy.pdf
https://cybersecurity.att.com/blogs/security-essentials/otx-is-now-a-free-stix-taxii-server
https://mediamanipulation.org/definitions
https://gcs.civilservice.gov.uk/publications/resist-counter-disinformation-toolkit/
https://github.com/cogsec-collaborative/documentation/tree/master/AMITT_Design_Guides
https://redcanary.com/blog/modern-security-operations-center/
https://www.academia.edu/39918162/Selecting_the_Right_SOC_Model_for_Your_Organization
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Acronyms 
• 3V: Volume, Velocity, Variety 
• 5G: Fifth Generation  
• 5Ws: Who, What, When, Where, Why, and How  
• ABC: Actors, Behavior, Content 
• ABCDE: Actor, Behavior, Content, Degree, Effect  
• AMITT: Adversarial Misinformation and Influence Tactics and Techniques 
• ATT&CK: Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge 
• CIA: Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability 
• CogSec: Cognitive Security  
• CTI: Cyber Threat Intelligence  
• DAAS: Disinformation as a Service 
• EBLA: Eliminating Barriers to the Liberation of Africa  
• HITL: Human in the Loop 
• INFOSEC: Information Security 
• ISAC: Information Sharing and Analysis Center 
• ISAO: Information Sharing and Analysis Organization 
• NATO: North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
• MITRE: not an acronym 
• OEM: Original Equipment Manufacturer 
• OSINT: Open-Source Intelligence 
• PC: personal computer  
• PII: Personally Identifiable Information  
• RESIST: Recognize disinformation, situational Insight, Strategic communication, Early warning, Impact 

analysis, Track outcomes  
• RI: Risk Intelligence 
• SANS: SysAdmin, Audit, Network, and Security  
• SOC: Security Operations Center 
• STIX: Structured Threat Information eXpression 
• TAXII: Trusted Automated eXchange of Intelligence Information 
• TI: Threat Intelligence 
• TTP: Tactics, Techniques and Procedures  
• XPCC: Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps 
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